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Abstract

NASA is studying concepts for returning physical samples from Mars. One no-
tional aspect of such a campaign would involve a rover that would retrieve tubes
containing samples of the Martian terrain that were stored on the surface of Mars
in a previous mission. In this work, we consider the problem of developing a
vision-based sample tube re-localization capability to facilitate autonomous sam-
ple tube grasping and retrieval. Broadly, there are two algorithmic approaches
or experts we consider for the task of re-localization. The terrain-relative expert
finds a geometric transformation between images collected during sample tube
deployment and the rover’s current observations, allowing it to find the tube based
on human annotations of the deployment image. The direct expert localizes the
tube using only current observations. These two experts generally have orthogonal
performance cases, with terrain-relative methods failing under large changes in
viewpoint, scale, or illumination and direct methods unable to succeed under tube
occlusion. Our work seeks to learn to exploit these performance differences by
building several experts of each class and a meta-model which learns to identify the
most performant expert for a given sample-tube collection assignment. Ideally, our
meta-model will be lightweight, robust, and reduce computational cost by allowing
us to contextually execute experts. In this report, we demonstrate performance in a
variety of state-of-the-art experts and present results with ground-truth localization.
In addition, we provide initial meta-modeling results that give insight into the
direction of future work on the topic.

1 Introduction

Notional concepts for Mars Sample Return include a Fetch rover that would travel to locations where
a previous mission, Mars 2020 for example, deposits hermetically sealed sample tubes, retrieve them
and load them onto a Mars Ascent Vehicle (MAV) for eventual return to Earth. Our research group is
concerned with developing the capability for the rover to identify individual sample tubes in images
and determine their pose relative to the rover position for autonomous grasping and retrieval.

The goal of this summer project was to develop several localization methods for MSR, understand
their different failure modes, and eventually develop an efficient meta-model which suggests a
localization method (or "expert") for a given sample tube re-localization task.

For the context of this task, we assume that MSR would have the capability to navigate to within 2
meters of the deployment location of each sample tube. Once within the vicinity of a sample tube,
the rover would observe the sample tube scene with a Navcam stereo rig. In addition to the observed
image containing the sample tube, the MSR rover would have access to an image that the deployment
mission captured as each sample tube was deployed. In the up to 10 years between the deployment of
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the sample tubes and the MSR mission as currently envisioned, we expect that each of the images
captured of the deployment scene would have been annotated by human experts. These annotations
are important, as we can leverage human knowledge of the sample tube pose in the deployment image
to find the relative tube pose in an observed image of the same scene when we come back to retrieve
the tube. Throughout this document, we will refer to lab-generated, hypothetical retrieval (MSR)
and deployment (M2020) "rover" image observations which were used for researching sample tube
localization.

2 Approaches for Re-Localization of Sample Tubes

Broadly, there are two main approaches for re-localizing an object in a scene using machine vision
techniques. For the context of this report, we refer to these algorithmic approaches or experts as
terrain-relative (TTL) or direct-tube (DTL) localization methods. Each expert is described in detail
in the next section.

2.1 Terrain-relative Tube Localization (TTL)

Terrain-relative experts compare the annotated deployment image from tube deployment to the
observed retrieval image and determine the relative transformation between the pair. Standard
geometric approaches for finding the relative transformation between two images of the same scene
follow a multi-stage pipeline.

The first step consists of finding and describing informative features from both images. These features
are typically found from algorithmic solutions such as SIFT [7], SURF [1], or ORB [12] or learned from
data such as in Deep Desc [13], AffNet [3], or HardNet [8]. Features are typically developed with the
goal of being invariant to viewpoint changes such as rotation, scale change, or illumination. Features
from both image observations are compared against each other to find try to find feature matches that
occur in both scenes.

Matches and their location are then used to develop a matrix which describes the transformation
between the two observations. With an accurate transformation between the archival and current
image, the location of the sample tube can then be found with respect to the MSR vehicle.

(a) Terrain-relative failure case. (b) Terrain-relative success case.

Figure 1: Illustration of failure and success cases for terrain-relative with [9]. TTL methods are fragile
when faced with large viewpoint, illumination, or scale changes.

TTL methods have the benefit of being a well-understood approach to solving correspondence tasks,
but as we will show later in the document, they can be fragile in scenes where there are few or poor
features to match between images, especially when faced with significant scale, illumination, or
viewpoint changes (see Figure 1a).

For matching between images, we employ a state-of-the-art open-source implementation of MODS –
Matching On Demand with view Synthesis. This efficient matching approach has been shown to work
well in wide-baseline matching problems. MODS progressively uses more time-consuming feature
detectors, generating synthesized images as needed until a homogrophy is found for a particular
image pair. Our early experiments found that MODS performed better than standard OpenCV [2]

pipeline and allowed us to easily integrate progressively more performant (slower) feature descriptors.
The open-source implementation also enabled us to easily benchmark classic feature descriptors
against learned descriptors, respectfully referred to as Classic TTL and Deep TTL in this report.
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In addition to the transformation between the deployment and retrieval images, we also get the
number of true and tentative matches from this algorithm. We use the number of true and tentative
matches as an approximation to confidence in the transformation estimate.

2.2 Direct Tube Localization (DTL)

Direct localization experts attempt to directly find the tube’s pose directly in the MSR image. Object
detection and localization approaches have become incredibly powerful in the past few years [15;5;14;6].
Given sufficient data for training, deep neural networks are capable of efficient object detection [11],
instance segmentation [5], and pose estimation [6] directly from RGB or RGB-D images.

(a) Mask R-CNN keypoint and object detection (b) Mask R-CNN mask with shadows

Figure 2

For the direct expert’s evaluation, we finetune a state-of-the-art object detection, instance segmen-
tation, and keypoint prediction model, Mask R-CNN [5]. Mask R-CNN extends on its innovative
predecessor, Faster R-CNN by adding a branch to the network for predicting an object mask in
parallel to the existing branch which predicts a bounding box for each object. Our Mask R-CNN
model was trained to predict a bounding box around each sample tube, and then place a mask on the
pixels which represent the sample tube with a keypoint for unique endpoints of the tube as shown in
Figure 2a.

Mask R-CNN formed a very strong baseline, though we expect it may fail if the observed image is of
a sufficiently different distribution than the training set. In an effort to make the DTL method robust
to occlusions, we also train it on a dataset with randomly generated shadows, which may resemble
those caused by the rover. The model was surprisingly robust to this kind of occlusion as seen in
Figure 2b. The bounding box and each keypoint each give us an approximate confidence which can
be used.

Our current model does not take into account the rigidity or structure of the sample tube, which
sometimes results in a flipped or duplicate endpoint prediction. We think this could be relatively easy
to fix in future version of the model.

3 Dataset Development

A balanced set of images that covers both realistic and edge cases for the mission are necessary
to properly develop and evaluate our algorithms. The datasets and dataset derivatives used and
considered in this project are discussed in Table 3. The DTL method requires example images for
training. In order to maintain objectivity of our meta-model, all training images were taken from
the "dense" version of the Vicon dataset and all data for the Expert Eval dataset which informs the
meta-model were taken from the "sparse" version of the Vicon dataset.

At the time of this writing, we are collecting data in the Mars yard with the goal of adding occlusions
(mainly dust/rocks) which make direct localization more difficult. If this still proves too simple for
our direct methods, we should investigate simulated worlds where we can add greater difficulty.
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4 Meta-Modeling

There are several ways a meta-model architecture could have been developed. In the most naive
case, we would always run all of the experts, and then have some meta-model which takes the
prediction and confidences given by the experts to choose the true localization estimate. More
advanced meta-models may conditionally execute experts and merge their results to find the most
precise pose estimation. We ended up designing the model in Figure 3 as our first design, however,
we had difficulty getting a satisfactory solution due to an unblanced dataset. In the following few
subsections, we describe our process of baselining and learning about expert performance.

Figure 3: Initial meta-model experts pipeline.

Figure 4

4.1 Predicting an Expert’s Performance

We started the meta-modeling problem by asking the question: "Can we predict if a model succeeded
or failed, based its prediction and confidence?" One can see how this might be a useful baseline
for determining if we are able to trust a model’s output before passing this information along to
the rover’s navigation or grasping mechanisms. We call these experiments which use the expert’s
own predictions post-facto models, because we actually have to run the expert to get its output and
confidence (taking up costly computation cycles).

Our results suggest that we can in fact learn fairly strong discriminators for determining when a
model will succeed or fail based on its output using a relatively simple Logistic Regression model,
as seen in the third column of Table 1. As expected, we found that balancing classes hurt accuracy,
but reduced False Positives (Type I Errors) in Mask R-CNN and had no negative effect on the TTL
models as shown in Figure 9. We think this is because the TTL methods generally fail in a very
predictable way, and know confidently when they fail, whereas confidence is a bit more ambiguous in
the neural model. Adding in normalized keypoint prediction improves performance in all experts, but
significantly improves performance on the Mask R-CNN expert dataset. This is because the most
common error in the Mask R-CNN expert is that both keypoints get placed on the same end (even
though the mask is correct). Results from these logistic regression experiments are found in the
Post-Facto column of Table 1 and in Figures 6, 7, and 8.

We also addressed a question regarding the relative performance of TTL methods. Given two wide-
baseline images of the same scene, can we predict whether a TTL expert will succeed or fail? It is
relatively easy for a human with some experience working with geometric feature methods to do this
(especially in extreme cases), so we assumed it would probably also be possible for a model to learn
it from RGB input. For this experiment, we fine-tuned a pre-trained ResNet18 [4] with the objective of
identifying whether Classic TTL would succeed, given a 256x256 retrieval and deployment images
as input. Results are shown in Figure 10.
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Initial results seen in Figure 10 suggest that the model indeed learns to distinguish image pair
homographies which can be successfully solved better than even our post-facto baseline (as shown in
the last columns of Table 1). Note that because in this paradigm we don’t need to actually run the
computationally intensive Classic TTL, we are able to significantly save computation time by not
running TTL when it is expected to fail. More investigation into what the model is attending to may
provide interesting insight into how to navigate the rover to improve TTL performance.

Expert Class Expert % Success % Best Post-Facto Predictive
DTL Mask R-CNN 94.4 88.1 98.7
TTL Deep MODS 31.6 5.0 75.7
TTL Classic MODS 21.0 2.9 85.5 88.2

Table 1: Results for each expert on the Expert Eval dataset. Percent Success indicates the percentage
of examples in which the expert predicted the tube pose to within a margin of error. Percent Best
indicates the percentage of examples in which the expert had the prediction with the lease error.
Post-Facto indicates the accuracy of our Logistic Regression model at correctly predicting success or
failure of the expert given the expert’s prediction and confidence. Input Only indicates the accuracy
of a fine-tuned ResNet model which takes in a pair of images and predicts whether or not the expert
will succeed.

4.2 Predicting an Expert’s Performance

Based on the conclusions from the above section, it seems like we have the tools to effectively predict
whether an individual expert will succeed or fail based either on its own prediction and confidence or
based solely on the input images. However, what we really want, is to be able to rank a set of experts
for a given scene. Unfortunately, the results from this effort have thus far been unsatisfactory.

Figure 5: Direct-first meta-model ensemble of experts pipeline

We experimented with running a baseline post-facto SGD classifier [10] to predict the most performant
expert, given all of the experts predictions and confidence (the same features used in the success vs.
failures task). Due to the high performance of the Mask R-CNN model, our SGD classifier ends up
learning a policy of nearly always predicting this expert (confusion matrices included in Figure 11).
This results in a high validation accuracy of 94.8%, but low satisfaction, as the model does not learn
any of the nuances of DTL failures we’d like to see. Ultimately, we think this is a limitation of our
dataset and we look forward to integrating more sources of data.

Ideally, we’d like a lightweight model (such as the one depicted in the pipeline shown in Figure 3)
to reduce computational overhead while improving tube localization performance. We trained this
model, but though this model outperforms the baseline, it does not capture Mask R-CNN failure
cases, as seen in Table 2 and in Figure 12.
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Meta-Model Default Post-Facto SGD Resnet Input
Validation Accuracy 93.9 94.8 94.5

Table 2: Accuracy of Meta-Models

5 Conclusion

Results from these experiments have led us to rethink the approach we took in Figure 3 in favor of
an architecture such as the one seen in Figure 5. In this case, we would always run a lightweight
object detector and then feed the output of this model, as well as the simulated MSR and deployment
images into a new learned meta model. This meta-model would be tasked with continuing the direct
approach, and zooming into the tube for an accurate pose detection, or performing TTL. In this way,
we are always running the most performant model (DTL) first on a downsampled version of the
full image, before considering switching to TTL, thus saving computation in the likely case that we
continue with DTL as the expert of choice.
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Name Description Use Case
Vicon 4152 captured images with ground

truth tube and camera pose captured
in lab with Vicon system with var-
ious cameras, lighting conditions,
and exposure from spaced view-
points of two scenes. Rock masks
available for 54 camera positions.

This dataset served as the basis for
all of the models trained so far in
this project.

Expert Eval 140,000 randomly sampled im-
age pairs representing hypothetical
MSR (retrieval) and M2020 (deploy-
ment) observations of the tube from
different viewpoints, distances, and
lighting conditions.

Each expert was asked to predict the
MSR sample tube pose in each of
pairs. A note that we included both
"rocks" and "tube" exposure settings
in the random selection, but proba-
bly should have been consistent in
choosing one of the other.

Expert Perf Output performance of our experts
in tube pose position error and un-
certainty on our Expert Eval dataset.

This is what are meta-models are
trained on.

CFVicon This dataset augments the Vicon
dataset with selectively applied blur,
lighting, shadows added to remove
features and/or tube from images
to induce failures in class of ap-
proaches.

A subset of this dataset, with shad-
ows added, was use to test our Mask
R-CNN for failures. Although ex-
periments were done demonstrating
inpainting and controlled removal
of rocks and the tube, the results
were not thought to be good enough
for training or evaluating the direct
method and were ultimately not nec-
essary for inducing failures in the
terrain-relative methods.

Rover Utilize scenes with multiple view-
points from old rover missions for
evaluating our models. Sample
Tubes could be randomly dropped
in scenes utilizing by finding the
ground plane.

Although this may be an interesting
dataset to develop in the future, the
lack of true ground truth and the dif-
ficulty of generating realistic tube
poses made the development of this
dataset not a priority.

Mars yard Capture observations from sample
tubes in 3 realistic terrains (sparse
rocks, gravel, and fractured plates)
will be collected in the last week of
August. Tubes will be both exposed
and partially covered.

This dataset should be useful for
evaluating failure of DTL and TTL
methods.

Synthetic Dataset generated several years ago
in Blender where a sample tube is
dropped in a Mars-like scene and
subjected to simulated dust storms.

Could be useful in evaluating and
training direct models.

Table 3: Description of datasets used.
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Logistic Regression DTL Mask R-CNN Success vs Failure - 98.7 % Valid Accuracy

Figure 6: This set of figures depicts the confusion matrices from fitting a baseline Logistic Regression
model [10] to predict whether or not a Mask R-CNN expert succeeded or failed to predict the pose
of the tube given the confidence output on the keypoints and the normalized represetnation of the
keypoint location in the observed image. Results on the training are shown on the first row and results
from the validation set are shown on the second row. The right column depicts results when the
dataset was re-weighted to induce a class balance, while the left column represents results when the
dataset is not weighted. We also include confusion matrices from the training and validation sets on
the third and fourth rows when the model is fit without using the keypoint locations.
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Logistic Regression TTL Deep MODS Success vs Failure - 75.8 % Valid Accuracy

Figure 7: This set of figures depicts the confusion matrices from fitting a baseline Logistic Regression
model [10] to predict whether or not a Deep MODS expert succeeded or failed to predict the pose of
the tube given the confidence output, the number of true matches, the number of tentative, matches,
the normalized representation of the keypoint location in the observed image. Results on the training
are shown on the top row and results from the validation set are shown on the bottom row. The
right column depicts results when the dataset was re-weighted to induce a class balance, while the
left column represents results when the dataset is not weighted. Inclusion of the predicted keypoint
location did not significantly improve results.
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Logistic Regression TTL Classic MODS Success vs Failure - 85.5 % Valid Accuracy

Figure 8: This set of figures depicts the confusion matrices from fitting a baseline Logistic Regression
model [10] to predict whether or not a Classic MODS expert succeeded or failed to predict the pose of
the tube given the confidence output, the number of true matches, the number of tentative, matches,
the normalized representation of the keypoint location in the observed image. Results on the training
are shown on the top row and results from the validation set are shown on the bottom row. The
right column depicts results when the dataset was re-weighted to induce a class balance, while the
left column represents results when the dataset is not weighted. Inclusion of the predicted keypoint
location did not significantly improve results.

Which features improve performance in Success vs Failure Logistic Regression

Figure 9: Which features should we include in post-facto success vs. failure models of our experts?
Adding the predicted points improved the Mask R-CNN predictions because the most common failure
was incorrect keypoints.
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Predictive ResNet: TTL Classic MODS Success vs Failure - 88.2 % Valid Accuracy

(a) Training (b) Validation

Figure 10: Results from (partially) fine-tuning a pre-trained ResNet [4] to identify if Classic TTL was
likely to succeed using only the image pairs as input (Meta-Success).

SGD for choosing the best expert based on their predictions post-facto 94.8% Accuracy

Figure 11: Can we predict the best expert using their own predictions and confidence? The SGD
model struggles to overcome the severe class imbalance in our data.
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ResNet for choosing the best expert based on input images - 95% Accuracy

Figure 12: Can we predict the best expert using the staged testbed of the sample tube in a hypothetical
MSR image and deployment image? High validation accuracy does not tell the whole story here,
as the model learns to only use the DTL method as it dominates our dataset. Early-stopping on the
validation set gives us 95% accuracy.
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